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Dear editor,
In the recent years, with the advancements in vehicular technology, the vehicle dynamics control
has attracted considerable research attention [1,2].
Many active stability control systems have played
a significant role in the chassis control of electric
vehicles (EV), promising upgraded, more secure,
and intelligent versions. In most automotive control design approaches, the traction control system and active suspension system optimize and
control the longitudinal and vertical tire forces,
respectively, without an explicit consideration of
their interaction [3]. In such practice, conflicts
between control objectives and execution effects
arise. Realizing this, academic and industrial research communities become very active on studying integrated control to improve both comfort and
safety on commercial cars [4, 5].
Nevertheless, two problems persist during the
design stage of a vehicle dynamic controller. First,
vehicle dynamics system integrated control complicates the controller design. To reduce the complexity of the overall system, the integrated vehicle
dynamics control system is divided into a vehicle
motion controller and a tire force distributor, i.e.,
the vehicle longitudinal/vertical speed and pitch
are controlled first, prior to the optimal control of
the tire force. Second, the tire parameters become
uncertain where the vehicle is on low-adhesion coefficient road or at high speeds. Therefore, the
designed control system must behave robustly to

handle the uncertainties. In [6,7], the problem was
solved for aerial vehicles based on sliding mode
control (SMC). Therefore, SMC is expected to
solve similar problems involving uncertain EV parameters.
Figure 1 shows the solutions adopted to address the two above mentioned problems. The
proposed integrated vehicle dynamics controller
regulates the total forces/moment distribution for
each tire. According to the control requirements
of speed tracking and the comfort performance,
the vehicle is controlled to obtain the total longitudinal force, total vertical force, and total pitching moment. Furthermore, to ensure the safety
and comfort of the vehicle, minimize-the-tire-load
command is proposed in the optimal distribution
of the tire force. The vehicle dynamics integrated
control method is described in three steps.
Step 1. A vehicle dynamic model is created by
considering the pitch, and longitudinal and vertical movement as expressed by
ms (v̇x + vz · θ̇) = Fx1 + Fx2 + Fx3 + Fx4 − fair ,
(1)
where ms is mass of the vehicle, vx is longitudinal speed, vz is vertical speed, and θ is pitch angle. Fxi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 represent the tire longitudinal forces, fair is the air resistance and fair =
1
2
2 ρCd Avx , ρ is the air density, Cd is the drag coefficient, and A is the vehicle windward area. More-
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(Color online) Overall block diagram of vehicle longitudinal-vertical integrated control.

over,
ms (v̇z − vx · θ̇) = Fz1 + Fz2 + Fz3 + Fz4 − ms g,
(2)
where Fzi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 represent the tire vertical
forces and g is gravitational acceleration.
Correspondingly,
Iy θ̈ = −lf (Fz1 + Fz2 ) + lr (Fz3 + Fz4 ),

(3)

where Iy indicates the inertia of the pitch moment
around the Y -axis (lateral axis), lf and lr are the
front wheelbase and the rear wheelbase, respectively.
Step 2. The SMC motion controller is designed
to output the longitudinal/vertical force and pitching moment of the vehicle.
The integrated vehicle dynamics control system
focuses on tracking the longitudinal speed and
comfort in the vertical speed. Therefore, these
control targets are needed: vx = vx,d , vz,d = 0,
θ̇d = 0, where vx,d , vz,d are the desired longitudinal force and desired vertical force, separately. θ̇d
is the desired pitch rate.
To track the longitudinal/vertical speed and
pitch rate of the vehicle, three switching functions
are selected:
s1 = vx − vx,d ,
s2 = vz − vz,d ,
s3 = (θ − θd ) + (θ̇ − θ̇d ).

(4)

Sliding surfaces s1 and s2 are designed to ensure
that longitudinal and vertical speeds track the desired speed. If the sliding surface s3 is simplified to

the error tracking of the pitch rate, then the system will accumulate pitch errors. Therefore, the
error of the pitch angle is considered in s3 .
To weaken the phenomenon of chattering in
SMC, the variable boundary saturation function
approach law is adopted [8]. Combining the vehicle dynamics equation derived in Step 1 yields the
desired longitudinal force defined by
Fxd =u1 = ms (vz · θ̇ + v̇x − ṡ1
1
− η1n sat(s1 /φ1 )) + ρCd Avx2 ,
2

(5)

Fzd =u2 = ms (−vx · θ̇ + v̇z − ṡ2
− η2n sat (s2 /φ2 )) + mg.
α3n s3 + β3n sq33n /p3n
β3 p 3

α
q
3 3
1−p3 /q3
2−p3 /q3
· q3 · θ̇
−
· θ̇
.
β3 p 3

Myd =u3 = Iy



(6)

−

(7)

See Appendix A for the parameters of the vehicle and the sliding mode controller.
Step 3. This step aims to design the tire force
distributor. The vertical dynamic coefficient of the
tire is taken as the target for optimization of the
tire force that subsequently improves the EV comfort performance.
An optimal longitudinal force distribution apportions the desired longitudinal force evenly to
ensure its largest effective range. However, the
change in vertical force directly affects the longitudinal force and comfort of the vehicle. To solve
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this, the active vertical force of each tire is minimized as much as possible to ensure the driving
posture of the vehicle, as follows:
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4 i=1
4 i=1
(8)
where εi indicates the vertical dynamic coefficient
of the tire, calculated by

Fzi,0
,
Fzi
lr
(9)
Fz1,0 = Fz2,0 = ms g,
2l
lf
Fz3,0 = Fz4,0 = ms g,
2l
where Fzi,0 denotes the vertical force experienced
by a stationary tire.
The tire force should satisfy the actual and dynamic constraints during the distribution process.
The range of tire force in each wheel is limited by
various constraints, such as the desired total force
and moment constraints, tire adhesion limit constraints, and actuator characteristic constraints.
Furthermore, the longitudinal tire force is subject
to the performance of the actuator. For a fourwheel drive EV, the maximum tire longitudinal
force cannot exceed the force provided by the hub
motor. Additionally, the torque provided by the
hub motor is not changed quickly due to the influence of its own mechanical properties. Similarly,
the torque provided by the suspension motor is not
changed quickly. The active vertical forces of all
tires are not negative:
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s.t. Fxd = Fx1 + Fx2 + Fx3 + Fx4 ,
Fzd = Fz1 + Fz2 + Fz3 + Fz4 ,
Myd = −lf (Fz1 + Fz2 ) + lr (Fz3 + Fz4 ) ,
− Ti,max 6 Fxi · r 6 Ti,max ,
− kxi,max /r 6 ∆Fxi /∆t 6 kxi,max /r,
Fzi > 0,
− kzi,max 6 ∆Fzi /∆t 6 kzi,max ,
(10)
where Ti,max , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 represents the maximum torque of each hub motor, r indicates the
radius of the tire, kxi,max denotes the hub motor torque maximum rate of change, ∆Fxi represents the magnitude change of the longitudinal tire
force per unit time, kzi,max indicates the maximum
change rate of suspension motor torque, and ∆Fzi
represents the magnitude change of the vertical
tire force per unit time.
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Conclusion. This study proposed the vehicle
dynamics control system of the distributed EV,
in which the complex problem of the vehicle’s dynamic control is transformed into the longitudinal
speed/ vertical speed/ pitch angle tracking control
with an optimized tire force. With regard to the
vehicle state and tire vertical dynamic coefficient,
the tire force distributor improves the speed tracking performance. The presented nonlinear constraints consider the saturation constraint of the
actuator, and pave the way for a subsequent actuator control. Therefore, the proposed control
system exhibits tracking capability that is significantly improved in driving/braking performances
at high speed.
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